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Component Items

*General* Rules for Carousel Start

AD Line -> Bow, Sword

AP Line -> Rod, Tear

Flex -> Belt, Chain, Glove

8th -> Cloak



Completed Items

- Completed items can be categorized into 5 subsections. By definition, if you 
slam an item in this category, you are playing in the direction of this line.

1. Hard force AD
2. Pseudo AD
3. Flex
4. Pseudo AP
5. Hard force AP
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But What Does That Even Mean?

1. Hard Force AD
- If you slam items in this category, you are exclusively playing around 

Xayah/Varus/Graves. You can’t really play around Daeja/Ao 
Shin/Mages/Evoker, etc.

2. Pseudo AD
- Slamming items in this category doesn’t necessarily force you into playing AD 

comps, but they are catered towards it or are better suited for it. For example, 
Daeja/Ao Shin/Mages/Evoker can use items like Guinsoo but most of the time 
it is not a BIS item. RFC/Zeke’s/Guinsoo is based around the fact that all units 
can use the attack speed stat relatively well as it generates mana.  



But What Does That Even Mean? Cont’d

3. Flex

- These items don’t commit you to any comp but its strength can vary between 
the early and late game. For example, slamming Shroud early game is not 
very good but is a very good item late game. 

- More on this in a later slide



But What Does That Even Mean? Cont’d

4. Pseudo AP

- Same concept as ‘Pseudo AD’. For example, although Shiv shreds MR, it can 
still be used in AD comps because it gives 20% atk speed and has base direct 
dmg. Can always just throw Shiv on a random backliner (not your carry) and 
just call it.  

5. Hard Force AP

- Same concept as ‘Hard Force AD’. For example, you are exclusively playing 
around Daeja/Ao Shin/Mages/Evoker. You can’t really play around AD comps 
with these items slammed. 



Good Early Game Slammable Items

Just because an item is in the “Flex” category does not mean it is a good slammable item (ex. 
QSS, Shroud, Zephyr, Banshee’s Claw).

Slamming early game items provide tempo, but also keep in mind the components you are using 
up to make these items as they may affect items that you need later on. 

- For example, anti-heal is essential in almost every comp. The best way to achieve this is by 
making Sunfire/Morello. However, if you slam Warmogs, then you use up 2 Belts that could 
be used to make these anti-heal items. 

- Another example: having a Bow on bench and going for Rod on 2-5 carousel to make 
Guinsoo. If you make Guinsoo, you are probably leaning towards AD comps, and since the 
carousel does not affect how natural components get dropped on neutrals, you are likely to 
get dropped another Rod (which is worthless when playing AD comps). 
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Tier List for Early Slams



Item Holders 
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And be careful not to slam too many flex items!

This person slammed spark, redemption, 
stoneplate and was unable to itemize a carry until 

late game (and had no direction whatsoever)


